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ABOUT OUR COLLEGE

In 1882 Surendranath Banerjea, eminent scholar, orator and statesman and one of the pioneers
of India’s struggle for self-government and freedom, took over the charge of Presidency School.
In January 1884, it was renamed Presidency Institution and became affiliated to the Intermediate
Standard of the University of Calcutta. Later in the same year, with permission from Lord Ripon,
it was renamed as Ripon College and became a full-fledged degree College under the University
of Calcutta.

Surendranath Banerjea himself taught in the College for many years with rare distinction. Under
his inspiring guidance a generation of students grew up with sacrifice and idealism as their
guiding principles. Round him gathered some of the most distinguished scholars and
intellectuals of the time and Ripon College soon came to be counted among the reputed seats of
learning in the country. In 1885 the Department of Law was started. It was converted into a
separate College in 1911 and it was named as Ripon Law College. The Department of Commerce
was established in 1940. A branch of this College was opened in Dinajpur (now a separate
College in Bangladesh) in 1942. The trustees in order to keep pace with the changing needs of
the time, opened an evening Science section in 1947 and a women’s section in 1948 as well. The
former is now a part of Surendranath Evening College and the latter became an independent
Degree College in 1960. In 1948-49 the Trustees renamed the College as Surendranath College
as a mark of respect to the founder of the institutions and author of “A Nation in Making”.

The College was recognized by the University Grants Commission (UGC) in 1972. Standing
amidst the din and bustle of one of the busiest thoroughfares of Calcutta, the College has been a
witness at close quarters to various ups and downs in the social and political history. In its
career of more than a hundred years it has had to pass through both fair and foul, sunshine and
rough weather. Its students welcomed Swami Vivekananda along with others with spectacular
enthusiasm on his historic arrival at Calcutta in 1897 after his great success and triumph in the
West. On reaching the city Swamiji was accorded reception worthy of a king at Ripon College. It
was at Ripon College that Gandhiji put up in the company of others when he came to the plenary
session of the Indian National Congress in Calcutta in 1901. This was his first experience of
attending such an important gathering in India.

In 1911 Rabindranath Tagore read out at Ripon College one of his great essays dealing with the
twin subjects of separatism to be found among many of our countrymen and national
integration. It may be mentioned in passing that he referred in one of his novels to the courage
and patriotism of the students of Ripon College. Both during the freedom movement and in
recent time’s students of Ripon / Surendranath College never failed to give a good account of
them whenever there was a call to serve the country’s cause or to register protest against
injustice, tyranny and aggression. This tradition of Ripon / Surendranath College is a priceless
legacy handed down by its founder Surendranath Banerjea and others. The College is trying to
maintain its tradition of self-reliance in the context of spreading education among all sections of
the society so as to enable its students to become worthy citizens of our country. Introduction
of modern subjects with necessary infrastructure facilities with a view to updating education as
per requirements of the employment houses and higher studies as well. Also, to provide the
students with quality education with all round humane values and necessary skills. Look
forward to our institution growing into a premier institute of learning in the days to come.



FROM THE DESK OF PRINCIPAL

FROM THE DESK OF IQAC
COORDINATOR

FROM THE DESK OF HOD

I am happy to learn that the students of Department of Economics are coming up
with the very first issue of e-magazine, Arthascope. I congratulate the faculty and
students of the department who used various mediums of expression to present
their ideas and information. I wish them the very best and hope this endeavor
continues. 
Happy Reading!
Dr. Indranil Kar
Principal

It has come to my knowledge that the students of Department of Economics are
going to publish their first e-magazine. I appreciate the students who participated
in this. I also appreciate the faculty of the department to encourage the students in
such co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. Congratulations to Arthascope
team and best wishes.
Dr. Suchandra Chatterjee
Coordinator, IQAC

“The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be kindled.” --- Plutarch
I hope Arthascope, the first e-magazine of the Department of Economics would
kindle learning and imagination of the readers. I congratulate my students for their
endeavor and wish they will continue to cultivate and express their skills, creativity
and knowledge. A little extra over and above the curriculum help more when they
participate, share, care, believe, practice, be fair and kind.
All the best!
Dr. Kausik Lahiri
Head
Department of Economics



About Our Department
 

Department of Economics is one of the oldest in this College. Formerly it was known as
Department of Political Science and Economics. After 1960-61 it was named as Department
of Economics. Since then, this department has been fulfilling the educational demand of
good number of students. Since inception, this Department has been catering just – in-
time service particularly to weaker and marginalised section of the society . This
Department offers 2 UG courses (I) B.Sc. (Hons.) Degree Course and (II)B.A/B.Sc. (General)
Degree Course. Both of them are 3 years programme.

 
Stalwarts of this department

Prof. Bhabotosh Dutta (Ex-Teacher)
Prof. Kunja Bihari Kundu (Ex-Teacher)

 Dr. Nilabja Ghosh (Ex-Teacher, currently in IEG, New Delhi)
 Bibhuti Bhushan Bandopadhyay (Alumni)

 
Our current Faculty Members are:

Prof. Abanti Goswami 
Prof. Kausik Lahiri
 Prof. Ishani Waiba
Prof. Anuradha Sen

Prof. Debjani Banerjee
 

Some of the established Alumni of recent years
Arindam Bandopadhyay (Associate Prof, Amity University)

Abhijit Sarkar (Sr. Vice President, Indicus Analytics)
Seshanwita Das (Assoc. Prof, Amity University),

Shuvankita Chakraborty (Capgemini)
Subrata Majumder (Asst. Prof, Sunderban Mahavidyalay)

Somsuvra Chakraborty (IGATE Global Solutions)
Sanchita De (Guest Teacher, Gour Mohan Sachin Mandal Mahavidyalaya)

Madhumita Bose (Manager, The Lalit Great Eastern)
 

Find us at Facebook: Economics Department Surendranath College (84 members and
growing)

 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/435199893353139
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Welcome to the first ever issue of অথ�-SCOPE! In
this issue of অথ�-SCOPE we mainly focus to explore
the the Pride movement in the backdrop of "Pride
Month".  As we all know June is celebrated as the
pride month all over the world, we thought it will
be a great experience for the readers to get to
know about the history of pride movement and the
mythology related to it.  Since it's the month of
June it will be a generous way of showing tribute to
the LGBTQ+ members through this magazine. Also
many of us are hardly aware of the struggles of the
LGBTQ+ members. Thus this issue of our magazine
will be an open window through which we can see
how people struggled to gain their well deserved
rights. Apart from focusing on the pride month we
have also covered areas like Bank Mergers, 
 Corporate Culture, and impact of Covid-19 in India.
You will also come across photos clicked by
professors and students of our department and
also some beautiful art works done by the 
 students of our department. Don't forget to
participate in the quiz competition we have
included in the last part of your অথ�-SCOPE! You will
be receiving certificates too! 

Hope you have a great time excavating অথ�-SCOPE.
Thank You.
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PRIDE MONTH

SREYA  BOSE

(SEMESTER  I I )

Pride Month is celebrated every June as a tribute to
those who were involved in the Stonewall Riots.
Getting ready to dust off the rainbow flags, and join
the fun! With parades, festivals, and concerts going
on across the globe, it is important to know the social
history along the way.

N O M A D I C   |   2 4

In the US, the ‘Gay Pride Month’ has its roots in the
Stonewall Riots of 1969. The Stonewall Riots, or as
many calls it the ‘Stonewall Uprising’, was a series of
extemporary and patchy demonstrations held by the
LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and
Queer) community in and around New York.
The demonstrations were a direct response to a raid
conducted by the police on the Stonewall Inn in
Greenwich village, on June 28, 1969. The Inn had
quite a colourful past, right from being owned by a
Genovese Crime family to finally becoming a pub for
gay men in New York. The Inn became quite popular
for gay men, and it was one of the few places that
allowed gay people to dance.
The sixties were the time in the US when the anti-
Vietnam war protest was gathering momentum, and
a bohemian counterculture was bubbling under. At
the same time, gay and lesbian members of the
American society were being constantly
marginalised. In fact, soliciation of homosexual 
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elations was still a crime in New York City. In these rough times, the Stonewall Inn offered a safe place to the
LGBTQ community. Drag Queens, effeminate men, and gay men who pretended to be straight, could all come and
have a good time at the ‘bottle bar’ — the Inn didn’t have a liquor license, as the patrons got their own. However,
the city still deemed public display of affection by the gay community as illegal. Gay bars were routinely raided and
their owners and patrons harassed.
On the morning of June 28, 1969, the police raided Stonewall Inn and arrested 13 people. Some were employees,
and some were patrons who violated New York state’s gender-appropriate clothing statute. The raid ignited the
long pent-up frustration of the LGBTQ community, and many patrons and gay residents of the Greenwich village
started to gather around the Inn.
The situation turned aggressive, and many civilians were maltreated, and an LGBTQ woman was hit by a
policeman as he bundled her into a police vehicle. Instantly, a full-fledged riot broke out. It led to five more days of
aggressive protests and activism by the LGBTQ people of New York. The Stonewall Riots hence mark an important
day in the evolution of modern-day gay rights.
Among the many leaders of the riots was a black, trans, bisexual woman, Marsha P. Johnson, leading the
movement to continue over six days with protests and clashes. The message was clear — protestors demanded
the establishment of places where LGBT+ (spectrums of sexuality and gender)people could go and be open about
their sexual orientation without fear of arrest and harassment.
Pride Month is largely credited as being started by bisexual activist Brenda Howard. Known as ‘The Mother of
Pride,’ Brenda organized Gay Pride Week and the Christopher Street Liberation Day Parade a year after the
Stonewall Riots. This eventually mutated into what we now know as the New York City Pride March and was the
catalyst for the formation of similar parades and marches across the world.
Gay politician Harvey Milk asked a talented designer friend, Gilbert Baker, to design an all-encompassing symbol
to take to San Francisco’s Pride March in 1978 and that's how we have the rainbow flag. Each colour of this flag
has its individual meaning. In the widely known six-colour flag, red is symbolic of life, orange is symbolic of spirit,
yellow is sunshine, green is nature, blue represents harmony and purple is spirit. In the original eight-colour flag,
hot pink was included to represent sex and turquoise to represent magic/art.
Pride Month is an entire month dedicated to the uplifting of LGBTQ voices, celebration of LGBTQ culture and the
support of LGBTQ rights. Throughout the month of June, nationwide, there have traditionally been parades,
protests, drag performances, live theatre and memorials and celebrations of life for members of the community who
lost their lives to HIV/AIDS. It is part political activism, part celebration of the entire LGBTQ community.



BRIEF INSIGHT INTO
THE WORLD
HISTORY ON
LGBTQ

ANUSHKA  MODAK

(SEMESTER  I I )

People in the past did not live lives similar to our modern
understanding of what is meant to be LGBTQ. Gay identity,
as both a personal and political category, did not fully
emerged until the mid – twentieth century. 

Social movements, organizations came up around the world
for the acceptance and rights of individuals who might today
identify as LGBT or queer, but faces many challenges and
persecution from church, state and medical authorities.
Where homosexual activity or deviance from established
gender roles/dress was banned by law or traditional custom,
such condemnation might be communicated through
sensational public trials, exile, medical warnings and
language from the pulpit. These paths of persecution
entrenched homophobia for centuries—but also provides the
knowledge to the entire world of the existence of difference.
Whether an individual recognized them, too, shared this
identity and were at risk, or dared to speak out for tolerance
and change, there were few organizations or resources
before the scientific and political revolutions of the 18th and
19th centuries. Gradually, the growth of a public media and
ideals of human rights drew together activists from all over
the world, which drew courage from sympathetic medical
studies, banned literature, emerging intercourse research 
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and a climate of greater democracy. By the 20th century, a movement in recognition of gays and lesbians was
underway, assisted by the social climate of feminism and new anthropologies of difference. However, throughout
150 years of homosexual social movements (roughly from the 1870s), leaders and organizers struggled to address
the very different concerns and identity issues of gay men, women identifying as lesbians, and others identifying
as gender variant or nonbinary. White, male and Western activists whose groups and theories gained leverage
against homophobia did not necessarily represent the range of racial, class and national identities complicating a
broader LGBT agenda. Women were often left out altogether.

Most historians believed there are evidences of homosexual activities and same-sex love, whether such
relationships were accepted or persecuted, in every documented culture. They also claimed that homosexuality
existed in ancient Israel simply because it is prohibited in the Bible, whereas it flourished between both men and
women in Ancient Greece. Substantial evidence come from the lyrics of same-sex desire inscribed by Sappho in
the seventh century BCE to youths raised as the opposite sex in cultures ranging from Albania to Afghanistan;
from the “female husbands” of Kenya to the Native American “Two-Spirit,” alternatives to the Western male-female
and heterosexual binaries thrived across millennia and culture. These realities gradually became known to the
West via travellers’ diaries, the church records of missionaries, diplomats’ journals, and in reports by medical
anthropologists. Such eyewitness accounts in the era before other media were of course riddled with the biases of
the (often) Western or white observer, and added to beliefs that homosexual practices were other, foreign, savage,
a medical issue, or evidence of a lower racial hierarchy. The peaceful flowering of early transexual or bisexual
acceptance in different indigenous civilizations faced opposition from European and Christian colonizers.

In the age of European exploration and empire-building, Native American, North African and Pacific Islander
cultures accepting of “Two-Spirit” people or same-sex love shocked European invaders who objected to any
divergence from a limited understanding of “masculine” and “feminine” roles. The European powers enforced their
own criminal codes against what was called sodomy in the New World: the first known case of homosexual activity
receiving a death sentence in North America occurred in 1566, when the Spanish executed a Frenchman in
Florida. Against the emerging backdrop of national power and Christian faith, what might have been learned about
same-sex love or gender identity was buried in scandal. Ironically, both wartime conflict between emerging nations
and the departure or deaths of male soldiers left women behind to live together and fostered strong alliances
between men as well. Same-sex companionship thrived where it was frowned upon for unmarried, unrelated males
and females to mingle or socialize freely. Women’s relationships in particular escaped scrutiny since there was no
threat of pregnancy. 
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ভারতীয় সং�� িতেত
সমকামীতার ইিতব�ৃ
মহী�হ চ�বত�
(চত�থ� �সিম�ার)

“সমকামীতা” িনেয় �য ছ�তমাগ� তা আমােদর সামািজক ব�ব�ার গঠন �ণািলেত দীঘ�িদেনর বািস�া। তােক উৎখাত করেত �গেল �যমন
�েয়াজন �খালােমলা আেলাচনার িব�ীণ� পিরসর �তমন �েয়াজন সমােজর তথাকিথত জ�াঠামশাইেদর র�চ�ুেক অ�ীকার করার
�মতা। একথা অন�ীকায� �য �কােনা সমাজব�ব�ার জীবনৈশলী অেনকটা িনয়ি�ত হয় ধম�য় দ�ৃেকাণ �থেক, যার ওপর িনভ� র কের
�তরী হয় সামািজক শাসন�ণািল। �াচীনকাল �থেক িবিভ� ধেম� সমকামীতা িচরকালই িবেশষ �ান দখল কের এেসেছ। �যখােন
আ�াহািমক ধেম� সমকামীতােক �যৗন িবকৃিত িহসােব �নিতবাচকভােব িচি�ত করা হেলও ভারতীয় ধম� সমূেহ সমকামীতার �িত উদারতা
ও মান�তা �দিশ�ত হেয়েছ। �কােনা িহ� ুধম�য় �ে� সমকামীতােক সরাসির িনিষ� করা হয়িন। িহ�ধুম� �ে�র অন�তম সামেবদ �ঘাষণা
কেরেছ “ িবকৃিত ইওম �কৃিত “ অথ�াৎ �কৃিতর িবকৃিতও �াকৃিতক। 
ভারতীয় পি�ত বাৎস�ায়নও এই িবষেয় অবগত িছেলন। তঁার কামসূে� এক� অধ�ায় িনেবিদত সমকামীতা িনেয়। ভারেতর িকছ�
মি�েরর �াচীন �াপত�কলার �বশিকছ�  িমথুন মূিত� ও সমকামীতার উদাহরণ বহন কের। উদাহরণ িহসােব ওিড়ষার �কাণারেকর
জগেমাহন মি�র, ভ�বেন�েরর রাজরানী মি�র, মধ��েদেশর খাজরুােহর কা�ািরয়া মহােদব মি�র ও কণ�াটেকর বাগািলেতর �াদশ
শতাি�র িশব মি�র উে�খেযাগ�। 
�বিদককাল �থেকই িহ�ধুেম�র মেধ� তৃতীয় িল� �ীকৃত। এই সময় �থেকই িকছ�  �দবেদবী পূিজত হন যারা পুরষ ও মিহলা উভয়িল�।
এছাড়া িহ� ুমহাকাব� মহাভারেতর নায়ক অজু�ন অিভশােপর মান র�ােথ� এক বছেরর জন� বৃহ�লায় �পা�িরত হেয়িছল এবং আেরক
���পূণ� চির� িশখি�নী জ��হণ কেরেছন �ী িহসােব তেব িশখ�ী নাম িনেয় পু�ষ িহসােব আ��কাশ। িম� �ভােবর মানুষরা
মি�েরর নত�কী ও �সিবকা িহসােব কম�রত কারণ তারা �ভ শি�র পিরচায়ক। আজও িকছ�  িহ� ুধম�ালি�রা িব�াস কেরন তােদর
আশীব�াদ এবং অিভশাপ �দওয়ার �মতা রেয়েছ। এছাড়া ভারতবেষ�র পরবত� ত� িক�  ও মুঘল শাসেন সমৈলি�ক স�েক� র অজ�
উদাহরণ পাওয়া যায়। এমনিক মুঘল শাসেকর দরবাের সমকামী স�ক�  �য �ীকৃত িছল তা তৎকালীন ইিতহােস বিণ�ত। 
আজেকর আধুিনক ভারতীয় সং�� িতেত �য “�হােমােফািবয়া” তা িক� মূলত ি��শ সরকার �ণীত সমকাম িবেরাধী আইেনর ফলাফল।
সমকাম ও িখ� ধেম�র �� সব�জনিবিদত। সমকাম পৃিথবীেত সব�ােপ�া িনি�ত হেয়েছ এই ধেম�। ি��শ শাসেনর পরবত� সময়
ভারতীয় সং�� িতেত ক�ােথািলক চােচ� র �ভাব বাড়েত থাকায় সমকাম সমােজ িনিষ�কম� িহসােব িবেবিচত হেত থােক। ১৮৬১ সােল
ি��শ পাল�ােমে�র আইেনর ৩৭৭ ধারা অনুযায়ী সমকাম িছল শাি�েযাগ� অপরাধ এবং সাজা িছল ১০ বছেরর কারাবাস। দভু� াগ�বসত
ভারেতও ৩৭৭ ধারা বলবত িছল। সমকামী স�দায় তােদর অিধকার িফের পাওয়ার আশায় আইেনর �ার� হেয়েছন বারবার। ২০০৯
সােল িদ�ীর উ� আদালত সংিবধান �দ� �মৗিলক অিধকার খেব�র কারেণ ৩৭৭ ধারা�েক বািতল �ঘাষণা কেরন। পরবত�কােল ২০১৩
সােল িকছ�  ধম�য় সংগঠন রােয়র িব�ে� শীষ� আদালেত মামলা দােয়র করেল মহামান� আদালত ৩৭৭ ধারা�েক পুনব�হাল কেরন। শীষ�
আদালেতর এই রায় তােদর মানবািধকার ল�েন সািমল গন� কের িবিভ� সমকামী সংগঠন শীষ� আদালেতর �ার� হয়। শীষ� আদালত
মামলা�েক পঁাচ সদেস�র সাংিবধািনক �বে� পাঠায়। অবেশেষ ২০১৮ সােলর ৬ �সে��র �দেশর মহামান� শীষ� আদালত তঁার ৪৯৫
পাতার রােয় ৩৭৭ ধারা খািরজ কের �দন। রায় অনুযায়ী “ সমকামীতা �কান মানিসক ব�ািধ নয়, এমনিক সমকামীতা অ�াকৃিতক 
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অপরাধ নয়। এল. িজ. িব. �. স�াদােয়র কােছ ইিতহাস �মা�াথ� হেব এবং ব�ি�গত পিরসের সহমেতর িভি�েত সমিলে�র �যৗন
স�ক�  �িতকর ও সামািজকভােব সং�মক নয়।
আমার মেন হয় আমােদর র�নশীল সমাজ �ধু আদালেতর রােয়র পিরে�ি�েত মু�মনা হেয় উঠেব এমনটা ভাবার �কান কারণ �নই।
িল� বা �যৗন �িবি� কখনই মানুেষর পিরচয় হেত পােরনা। সমিলে�র �িত আকষ�েণর িভ�তা ছাড়া তারা দশ�ন এবং মনেন অন�েদর
মেতাই সাধারণ মানুষ। সমকাম সমাজ জীবেনর অ�গ�ত এক� িবক� �যৗন ি�য়া প�িত মা�। জািননা এক� �মৗিলক অিধকার র�ায়
যিদ আইন ব�ব�ায় ১৫৭ বছর লােগ তাহেল সমাজ �ীকৃত হেত কত বছর লাগেব ?  
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SOCIAL
DISCRIMINATION
OF LGBT
COMMUNITY

MAHIRUHO CHAKRABORTY
(SEMESTER IV)

Sexual orientation: This term used to describe patterns of
emotional, romantic, and sexual attraction and sense of personal
and social identity based on those attractions. Sexual orientation
exists with exclusive attraction to the opposite or the same sex.
When a person’s sexual and emotional attraction to people of the
same gender is called homosexual orientation if attraction towards
opposite sex called heterosexual orientation and if the attraction
towards both gender is called bisexual orientation people.
Gender identity: It refers to a person’s experience of self-
expression in relation to social constructions of masculinity or
femininity (gender). A person may have a male or female gender
identity, with the physiological characteristics of the opposite sex.

In matters of sexuality, the terms people use and identify with can vary
widely from culture to culture. The terms ‘lesbian’, ‘gay’, ‘bisexual’ and
‘transgender’ (LGBT) are used because they are the English terms
most commonly used in the international human rights discourse.
However, this is in no way intended to ignore the diversity of other
terms and identities, nor to deny the cultural connotations attached to
these terms.
In the interests of readability and in order to respect the wealth of
terms, a variety of forms are largely interchangeable. So, for example,
the term “lesbian and gay human rights” should be read as shorthand
for the human rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people.

Drawing- Sayan Patra
(Semester II)
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Sexual identity: It is used to refer to sexual orientation and/or gender identity.
Transgender: It means someone whose gender differs from the one when they were born. Transgender people
may identify as male or female or neither the label fits to them. These people’s internal feelings and labels may be
male, female or transgender.

BEING CALLED“CHAKKA” LIKE IT MEANS NOTHING:

BULLYING:

PHYSICAL VIOLENCE:

KICKED OUT OF HOUSE:

DENIED TO GET JOBS AND EDUCATION:

FAMILY ISSUES:

DISCRIMINATION AT WORKPLACES:

VICTIMS OF CRIME:

Protection of the fundamental rights without any discrimination.
Special law should be enacted.
Providing opportunities in social and economic activities.
Need to protect human rights.
Need to take preventive measures in family, public and domestic violence.
Government should take initiatives to support employers in making workplace and workplace culture more
supportive and inclusive of LGBT people.
Change social attitude toward LGBT Minority people.
Free health facilities should be provided by the states to them, including health.
To  organize   workshops   and   seminars   about   their rights. 

Major Incident Faced by LGBT Minorities in India in Day-to-Day Life:

From very young age, perhaps due to their upbringing, they are made to differentiate between male and female
genders. Everything that seems in between is just plain wrong, so are they taught. They are being called ‘chakka’
so frequently that at one point it becomes their nick name at places like school. People go on to great lengths to
invent new swear words like 0.6, sine30, half-half etc.

There are so many people who would pin point and act the way they walk, mimic their voice, try to pull their
pants down, grope them etc. The hard part is when adults like teachers join them.

There are countless incidents when trans-genders face violence. As obtained from my research, there were
incidents when a gay was dating a gay and were sitting in the garden and someone got hold of him and started
beating him up while shouting “unnatural bastard”.

A trans-woman that I found, who was educated till class 10th and liked to dress up like a girl was beaten up by
her father when he got to know about her gender. Her mother kicked her out saying that she was a disgrace to
her family.

Also, most of LGBT’s or effeminate guys are denied from the jobs and education
opportunities.

Lack of communication and misunderstanding between parents and their LGBT children increases family conflict.
These problems occur with miscommunication and lack of understanding about sexual orientation and gender
identity can lead to fighting and family disruption that can result in an LGBT adolescent being removed from or
forced out of the home.

Discrimination of LGBT persons at workplace is a significant factor in the differences in socio-economic status for
LGBT persons. Gay and transgender individuals suffer from socio-economic inequalities in large part due to
discrimination in the workplace. Discrimination directly causes on their job stability and it result in
unemployment and poverty.

These LGBT minority people become victims of violence and crime. However, LGBT individual’s experiences of
violence and discrimination differ depending on a number of factors including race, gender, income, immigration,
status and language barriers. LGBT immigrants are more likely to face violence based on race and ethnicity
and/or sexual identity and/or gender identity. In Muslim Countries, homosexuality is a heinous crime and
therefore fine, imprisonment and capital punishment has been imposed on LGBT minority people.
Following are Recommendations:
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LGBT minority people who basically have different sexual orientation which results in face discrimination in
the family and society. But prima facie, they are human beings and therefore they are entitled to all human
rights as well as fundamental rights in India. In the present Indian societal matrix and the emerging conflict in
the institution of marriage
– the demand for legalizing homosexual marriage is somehow overlooked and ignored. But in near future the
stereotype attitude of society for marriage as heterosexual institution associated with procreation and rearing of
children may also include homosexual marriages where love between the partners will be given importance rather  than
the gender. Then the failure to acknowledge the changing nature of society and the family will result in more harm than
good. Although it is long to go for this to happen. But in any case, the demand for legalizing homosexual marriages is
giving birth to a new conflict in the institution of marriage, family and law which cannot be denied. But at the same time
giving social and legal recognition is not that easy in this traditional society as it has been in the western societies but in
any case, to ignore this emerging conflict in the institution of family and marriage will be short sighted and can have
fatal results if not handled sensitively. So, it is high time for the Legislature, Executive, Judiciary and Society at large
that they cannot demean the existence of people with same sex desires. They also need to acknowledge that by
legalizing homosexual relations they will not permit a mere sexual activity but will also decriminalize the lives of citizens
who are connected to such sexual act. Finally, it can be said that if laws are supposed to represent socially acceptable
dos and don’ts, then a new mind set is the need of the hour. Otherwise, normal human beings will continue to suffer
inhuman exploitation just because nature has nourished them with the need to be different. Lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people have long been involved in efforts for racial and economic justice. Today, LGBT organizers and
groups are increasingly drawing attentions between the movements for LGBT their rights and the movement for
economic, social, political and racial justice. Therefore, today there is needed to protect their rights as a human being in
the society.
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India witnessed bank merger way back in 1921 when Bank of Bengal merged with Bank of Bombay and Bank of

Madras to form the Imperial Bank of India, later renamed as State Bank of India (nationalized) in 1955.

For over hundred years, the Indian banking system went through several phases of changes. Broadly speaking,

we can classify that into three phases. The earlyphase till 1969 – the year marked in the Indian banking sector for

Nationalization of Banks. The second Phase, from 1969 to 1991 which is characterized by the presence and

domination of the nationalized Public Sector Banks (PSBs) under a somewhat socialistic view of operation guided

by the Government; and the third phase from 1991 till date with opening up of the economy through the

liberalization and globalization programmes.

The focal theme of discussion here is whether merger of banks a boost to the Indian economy, and would be

based on those aspects of changes that has driven the merger decision of banks, especially post 1991 regime

along with other economic policy changes and thereafter possible the effects of these mergers on the India

economy.

Post-independence period (between 1960 – 1969, the pre nationalization period) witnessed 46 mergers which

were done to restructure the weak banks and protect customer’s interest (most of them between the private

banks). In 1960, eight state-associated banks were put under control of SBI. They are called as associate banks

of SBI. 

In 1969, 14 major private sector banks were nationalized by the government. There were several reasons for bank

nationalization during that period. Apart from economic and political background of the country during the period

(Two successive wars with China and Pakistan during 1960s, dipping of GDP growth rate, double digit inflation,

decline of foreign exchange during 1960-65), the seeds were in the goals of socialistic approach of development

MERGER OF BANKS: A BOOST?
PROF. DR. KAUSIK LAHIRI, HoD, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS,

SURENDRANATH COLLEGE
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of the Indian government during the post-independence period. The social reasons were clubbed with sectoral

lending by the then commercial banks which showed a clear bias towards industrial sector lending. The private

banks being controlled by the big industrialist quite well explain the reluctance of lending towards the agricultural

sector. During the period of 1951 – 1967 share of agriculture in scheduled commercial bank lending hovered

around 2%. Moreover, it should not be forgotten that the policy of Bank nationalization was also targeted towards

aiding the ‘Green Revolution’, spreading banks to the rural areas thus enhancing the savings base. It thus aimed

towards priority sector lending ending the dominance of a few big industrialists. During 1969 – 1991, the post

nationalization and pre liberalization period, 13 mergers were held. These were all private banks merged in other

private banks or private banks to PSBs (26 out of 46). The objective behind these mergers was to prevent

concentration of power and wealth into the hands of few big ones. Moreover, the rationale of mobilizing savings

from all sections of the society and increasing scope of lending to the agricultural sector was also there along with

the lines of bank nationalization. A second round of bank nationalization was done in 1980 with six more banks

nationalised. In doing so the main logic put forward was to get more control on credit delivery by the Government. 

India witnessed a sea change of policy towards the New Economic Policy, 1991. This period began with the

Structural Reforms of the economy marked by the era of liberalization and globalization. The Banking and the

Financial sector reforms programme included structural, organizational, functional and procedural reforms. Along

with others the reforms in the banking sector included deregulation of interest rates, strong regulation and

supervisory system with opening for foreign / private competition. Financial sector reforms came as an integral

part of the NEP 1991. The Narasimhan Committee recommendations started taking shape and it was understood

well that during the open economy regime the country is no longer insulated from global economic fluctuations.

The way towards a free-market economy increased financial liberalization and lesser government control was

inevitable. It was argued “A weak banking system is viewed with some justification as a fiscal time bomb waiting to

go off because banking crises typically force government to recapitalize the banks in order to avoid a larger

systemic crisis, involving a fiscal burden which can be quite large as a percentage of GDP.” Interest rate

liberalization, reduction of directed credit, introduction of Basel norms and alignment with international practices

were the highlights of the reforms. The Basel committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) in 1988 set up the Basel

Norms 1, triggered by the appalling rate of bank failures in the USA during 1980s. Currently this has to be

conformed to Basel III. These are norms to deal with the risk, setting common goals for financial stability and

common standards for regulating banks. India is a member since 1974. As the degree of openness increased the

norms started accounting more risks than earlier. 

The Basel III norms account for more risk in the system than earlier. As a result, it increases banks’ minimum

capital requirements. Minimum tier 1 capital – the key constituent of the banks’ funds a significant part of which

should be in the form of shares – should amount to 7% of the lenders' risk weighted assets and the total capital at

9%. In addition, a 2.5% Capital Conservation buffer is to be maintained, taking the requirement to 11.5% of the

risk weighted assets. It is argued that India should be Basel compliant to cope with mounting stressed assets,

capital requirements of the PSBs, for survival in the race for operational efficiency along with meeting investor and

customer expectations.

In addition, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) under the guidance of G20, ‘monitors and assesses vulnerabilities

affecting the global financial system and proposes actions needed to address them’. It also ‘monitors and advices

on market and systematic developments, and their implications for regulatory policy’. To address the operational

risks such as in competition, interest rates etc. the FSB advises following the Basel norms which includes mergers

to optimize banking. Reports of FSB reveal that ‘mergers among banks in India have not taken off on a large scale

in spite of imperatives of Basel II compliance’. Successive merger waves in Global banking sector are argued to

be a threat to PSBs without large scale mergers in face of foreign competition.

Under this backdrop of the New Economic Policy, Basel norms as well as FSB guidelines, we get back to the
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merger of banks during the post liberalization period. 1991 – 2015 witnessed total 22 mergers. Only one merger

during the period was between two PSBs. 13 private banks were merged into PSBs and 8 private banks to other

private banks. During this period though the open economy and structural reforms were there, there was a quite

conservative approach towards the Public Sector Banks. Twelve of the mergers were due to financial sickness of

the banks. There was no aggressive merger or consolidation of banks observed during the period. Post 2015

period witnessed consolidation of Banks: Merging five associate banks of SBI to SBI (2017), Bharatiya Mahila

Bank with SBI (2017), Vijaya Bank and Dena Bank with Bank of Baroda (2018). The Minister of State for Finance

Mr. Shiv Pratap Shukla in a written reply in Lok Sabha (December 14, 2018) said that the Government is pursuing

comprehensive approach for the PSBs to resolve and recover from stressed accounts and reforming banks

through PSB reforms agenda. This period also is witnessing the most aggressive consolidation of PSBs with

merger of 10 PSBs into 4: Oriental Bank of Commerce and United Bank with PNB; Syndicate Bank with Canara

Bank; Andhra Bank and Corporation Bank with Union Bank; and Allahabad Bank with Indian Bank. Now apart

from SBI there will be four more Big Banks having the capacity to increase credit, bigger risk and global reach.

The whole step forward is for projecting a stronger financial market and integrating with global finance under the

free market regime. Just to have a note here that the share price of Bank of Baroda was hovering around Rs. 180

before decision of merger, was around Rs. 155 just before the merger and currently hovering around Rs. 90. If

share is taken as any indication, definitely the merger has reduced its efficiency. Though more time need to be

given to make a fair analysis of this merger.

The basic idea of merger is to promote synergy to create more value than the individual banks independently.

Further observations lead to a few other things going around in the same time. Banks being merged and thus

number of banks are reduced. It can be well expected that the merged banks will not keep multiple branches in

the same locality. This implies that the number of branches reduced. The customers diversifying their deposits in

several accounts in several banks/branches are denied greater choice and number. This would lead to reduction

in number of deposits held with bank. Moreover, the Government of India having set up Deposit Insurance and

Credit Guarantee Corporation (DICGC) under RBI to protect the depositors in the bank fails. In this scheme a

depositor is to get a maximum of Rupees One Lakh if the bank fails even if he / she have multiple deposits in

several branches of a bank. This is one bank one customer one insurance scheme. Coupled with the fact of falling

interest rates, the common man will have no other way but to resort to the capital market, buying and selling

stocks / mutual funds. We can note here that the new pension scheme that the government has launched (Atal

Pension Yojana or APY) is also linked to the capital market.

We find the departure from the concept of Welfare State based upon principles of equity followed more or less till

1991 towards the market-based economy under the New Economic Policy. The aggressive The aggressive

opening up and restructuring of the banking sector, though, is being witnessed from 2015. It is an attempt to

create increased practice for market linked assets of savings and increased cash flow through the capital market.

The major problem here is that the generation of saving of the PSBs from diversified and extended sources has

the potential to shrink or be stagnant because of market signals of possible bank failures. Market fear is very

contagious. Once the fear creeps in funds will flow away from bank deposits directly towards the capital market.

Those at the margins will never be able to catch the bus and thus inequality will increase. The gain, if there is any,

would reach the hands of few. 

By viewing merger independently there is scope of missing the real scenario. It should be viewed as a part of the

package: merger, low interest, deposit insurance – all as a whole, as a part of the free market policy under global

standards, far away from the reach of the deserving, well offered for the affording class.

To conclude this discussion regarding the merger of banks, we cannot ignore the economic events those are

going around us: most importantly the economic dimensions of ‘jobs, income and deaths’. Those who fail in the

competition are left to withdraw from the market or may be taken over by the 
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winner(s) along with the existence resource and market base. The winner grows develops ‘market power’. No
one in the system cares for the left-out resources, be it human resource. Development of monopoly leads to
higher automation, more optimal use and exploitation.
Basically, in the system of a capitalistic economy, as Prof. Richard Wolf says, we keep on focusing on the
demerits of monopoly and try to promote competition in the market against concentration of monopoly
power in hands of a single or a few. Monopoly displacing competition worldwide has ignited the discussion
that ‘competition’ over monopoly would better address the problems faced under monopoly. But the fact is
that the seeds of monopoly are sown into ‘competition’ itself. Being competitive, as is conceptualized, is
being cost competitive. The very exercise of ‘optimization’ involves producing at a lower cost and being able
to outweigh the competitors in price. The winner either forces the losers out of the market or merges those
into themselves to grow more. Any ways the creation of monopoly power is the outcome. This has been
observed through history. Firms move out (domestically or internationally) in search of competitive markets,
they can offshore business or outsource business – for being more competitive, trying to be a low cost one.
The opening up of the global economy has found capital various new destinations to achieve competitive
markets. In light of globalization and open economy models the view of competitive environment definitely
leads to the development of monopoly capital worldwide and ultimately smoothening the way for crony
capitalism which is known to reduce risk on return by development of better nexus between capital and
political class. The mergers, signals, the directives – all point out to the development of such a system. The
way towards development, even if all other things go right, definitely leading to more unequal growth which
would result in increasing inequality, loss of jobs and impoverishment of the poor.
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CORPORATES CARE
PROF. DEBJANI BANERJEE, SACT, SURENDRANATH COLLEGE, KOLKATA

While we hoped to recover from the COVID-19 pandemic, the number of cases started growing significantly and
abruptly across India. More than ever, we need to stay alert, continue to take precautions and follow safety
measures to stop the spread. As the deadly second wave of the pandemic grips India, the health, safety and well-
being of our fellow citizens continued to be the absolute top priority. Every sensitive Government and Private
Organizations tried to stay committed in helping the country and its people to overcome this humanitarian crisis. 
It's amazing to realize the overwhelming measures that big Multinational Corporates, having operational base in
India, have pulled together with their available resources to support their employees in India, their dependents and
their communities. The health and well-being of their employees and their families continue to be their top priority
and they remained committed to deploying all available resources to help everyone in their control, to get the care
and support they needed during this severe crisis. These efforts were focused on three primary areas: supporting
COVID care facilities, supplementing oxygen supplies to address the acute shortage and providing access to
vaccinations.
As time became critical, such Global Organizations pledged 100s of crores of rupees to support on the ground
COVID relief efforts for their staff welfare in India like: 
1/ Operationalize response efforts with their partners across India in establishing multiple Isolation and COVID
Care Facilities which included oxygen support under medical supervision. 
2/ Offered their own facilities to be operated as care facilities. 
3/ Expanded access to emergency and medical care, including dedicated oxygenated beds, through their hospital
partners like Apollo. 
4/ Medical support for COVID-19 positive employees and their immediate family members. 
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5/ Purchased Dual Flow Medical Grade Oxygen Concentrators and coordinated with a private provider to make
home oxygen support and other home care facilities available to employees and their families under home
quarantine in numerous cities. 
6/ Opened several vaccination centres at several locations for all of their employees, dependents and extended
members in relation. 
7/ Provided 14-day paid COVID leave (Involuntary Absence Leave) for personal recovery or care of a family
member. 
8/ Advancing sick leave benefits to help employees, who have exhausted their vested leave balances, to take time
off for recovery. 
9/ Launched 'Leave Donation Program' which gave an opportunity for any employee to make a meaningful
contribution by donating their unused leave days to colleagues in need of additional leaves. 
10/ Emergency financial support for junior colleagues in dire cases to help cover medical expenses. 
11/ Extend financial support through discretionary salary advances on a case-to-case basis. 
12/ A dedicated 24×7 helpline provides access to online and telephone support and resources, including virtual
doctor consultations and information on available beds. 
Further, these Big Corporates provided additional funds running into 100s of crores of rupees in emergency
funding to UNICEF towards pandemic relief efforts in India through their CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)
initiatives, which includes: 
1/ Addressing acute shortages in life-saving oxygen and deploy medical and testing supplies like oxygen-delivering
nasal cannulas and COVID testing machines. 
2/ Supporting thousands of COVID beds, including ICUs with critical lifesaving supplies, in several cities for free
community use. 
3/ Supporting Paediatric ICU Beds for COVID-infected children. 
4/ Ensuring supply of large consignment of oxygen concentrators, diagnostic tests, medical kits, and other
equipment. 
5/ Setting up of oxygen generation plants in many hospitals to help them overcome oxygen shortages 
6/ Distributing huge number of grocery kits and medical support to several Vendor Support Staff across India,
towards helping them survive the current lockdowns. An amount of few crores of rupees were earmarked to
support critical healthcare needs of different Vendor Support Staff during this unprecedented crisis. 
It's so very pleasing to realize such Big Corporates continued to put the health and safety of their employees
above everything else and were absolutely focused on enabling the help their employees needed to take care of
themselves and their families. These Organizations worked tirelessly towards expanding employees’ access to
emergency and medical care. Defeating COVID took all of them working together while remaining confident that
they would persevere together. They organized several Live Well sessions facilitated by industry experts with the
objective of guiding their employees in areas of 
physical, emotional, financial and social wellness based on the central theme of "Wellness begins with you, and
staying active – physically and mentally will significantly reduce risk of illnesses". 
Difficult times often bring out our true character – as individuals and as a Company. I am quite touched by the
strength and resilience of these Big Corporates, which are fundamentally based on the underlying principle of
keeping their colleagues, vendor support staff and community at the highest in your thoughts during the moment of
deep crisis and challenging situations. The message was loud and clear, which is strongly reverberated through
the spirited words, "We are all in this together and each of us can make a difference by doing our part".
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The rupee is the currency of India and
it has its amount written in 17 of the
Indian languages. It is also the
currency of the Maldives (rufiyaa),
Mauritius, Nepal, Pakistan, Seychelles,
and Sri Lanka.
For the fourth year in a row, Finland is
number one when it comes to
happiness.
Out of 100 voters, only 7 people pay
their taxes.
Inflation in India is measured using the
Consumer Price Index (CPI), which
measures the changes in the prices of
260 commodities and services at the
retail level. The country shifted from
Wholesale Price Index (WPI) to CPI in
2014, as the former does not account
for the price of services as well as the
bottlenecks between a wholesaler and a
retailer.
Transaction volumes over the Unified
Payments Interface (UPI) in India have
risen more than double over a year,
touching 2.73 billion in March 2021
compared to 1.25 billion a year ago.

FACTS

 

Covid-19 also known as coronavirus is a pandemic that blew the world
into an utter disaster from the end of 2019 and has taken a massive
shape from the beginning of 2020 when the first wave of the virus went
on to spread throughout the world. Although scientists developed
vaccines but people weren’t vaccinated. Tests of the vaccines began
from September 2020, while the frontline workers for Covid received
vaccines from January 2021 vaccination for the rest of the citizens
started from April 1st. While this procedure of vaccination was still
going on, the second wave of Covid attacked the whole country. There
was a rise in daily records of infected and deaths. It is being assumed
that the third wave might attack people which will be more deadly if
precautionary measures aren’t taken properly.

Now a question arises how did this Covid-19 affect India
socially and economically?
Reverse Migration of Labourers: The migrant labourers were
severely affected when initial lockdown was imposed all of a sudden
without any prior information. Their workplaces were closed and no
proper measures were taken to make those people return home.
People were seen walking along roads and highways to reach home.
They lacked food, money and proper shelter to rest during the nights on
their way back home. People seemed to be in horror as they had no
idea regarding Covid. Delhi and Maharashtra had the most extreme
numbers of flow of migrants from most parts of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar,
Rajasthan, Odisha, Assam, Punjab, West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh.
Maharashtra and Delhi topped the list of the greatest number of Covid
cases in 2020 and 2021. Now, due to COVID-19 there is mass reverse 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT OF COVID-19 in INDIA

B H A S K A R  D A S  
A N D
S A U M Y A D E B  C H A K R A B O R T Y
( S E M E S T E R  I V )
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migration as there are limited employment opportunities, fear of more destruction due to the uncertainty of future
crisis, financial crisis, health crisis, and so forth. The extent of this reverse migration was such that the efforts of
government through policies could not match this crisis. COVID-19 affected the rural economy in both the short run
and long run with reverse migration exerting excess pressure on the agriculture and rural economy which significantly
affected the poverty and put a greater number of people into abject poverty. Although the government announced
schemes and helped in many ways but mass corruption in the system is the biggest challenge in the effective
implementation of plans.
Impact on Multinational Sectors: Work from Home became a new trend during this lockdown in the multinational
sectors. 9 to 5 or 10 to 6 jobs aren’t there now instead the employees can work whenever they want to sitting back at
home. For client meeting the employees had to travel to different places which is now replaced by meetings in Online
Meeting Rooms. The offices have to pay less for electricity and internet services as the employees are working sitting
back at home and are giving more output than that of the office, which is increasing the company’s net profits.
Poverty and Job Loss: Due to this Covid and lockdown, several small and medium scale industries permanently
stopped running causing a job loss for the people working in those industries. People coming from below the poverty
line faced problems in running their families so they have started small businesses to run their family. People working
in informal sectors do not have social security benefits in their jobs and there is a lot of uncertainty in their work. The
informal sector workers were already facing issues like low wages and income and in this pandemic, they were
among the most affected people. Around 40 to 50 million workers are seasonal migrants which were directly and
harshly affected and moved back to their native places (reverse migration) due to lack of employment, income,
shelter, and so forth.
Urban and Rural Health Crisis: Due to the paucity of testing services, shortage of doctors, health equipment, beds
even in the developed areas of India, COVID-19 is a major threat to India. With a subsequent rise in the number of
confirmed cases, India's capacity to contain the further spread and to handle the current cases is questioned by many
experts. Coronavirus Pandemic has disproportionately affected the rural and urban areas. Presently, the brunt is
faced more in urban areas because of the high density of population. But the risk is much more to the rural areas
where around 70% of India's population resides. India's healthcare sector is still developing and there are large
differences in the healthcare systems of rural and urban areas. Because of shortage of doctors', healthcare facilities
number of beds per thousand people, equipment, etc.
The healthcare system in the rural areas is not adequate to handle this transmission of the pandemic, especially in the
northern states where population density is high.
Black-marketing: As per the safety guidelines provided by World Health Organization (WHO), it was compulsory for
people to wear masks while going out and to use sanitizers and washing hands frequently when they are at home to
prevent the spread of virus. Black-marketers used this chance to store masks, sanitizers and other medical equipment
causing a decrease of supply in the market and sold them at higher prices than the marked price when there was an
increase in demand. When 2nd wave of Covid-19 started spreading, there was a spike in demand of oxygen
cylinders. Black marketers used this chance again to store up oxygen cylinders and sold them 10 to 15 percent more
than the original price. People who could afford to buy with the increased price could use them while others who
couldn’t afford to buy them saw their dear ones die. Even some complaints were also heard that black-marketers took
money of cylinders in advance and didn’t provide the buyers with the cylinders. The government took action against
these black-marketers when the news came up and things were brought under control.
Positive impact on environment:  With serious negative implications and destruction to the economy and people,
COVID-19 has got some positive implications too. One such is a gift to the river Ganga. In just 34–35 days of
lockdown due to COVID-19 in India, the pollution in the river has decreased significantly which the two major plans,
Ganga Action Plan, 1986, and Namami Gange, 2014, with hundreds of crores investment failed to do. The aerosol
layer in the air also decreased due to less amount of air pollution caused by the burning of fuels. Also, emission of
greenhouse gases decreased.
Negative impact on Environment: In addition to the positive impacts on environment, negative impacts of Covid-19
were also there. There was an increase of medical wastes, haphazard use and disposal of disinfectants, masks and
medical gloves. PPE kits which were used by doctors to treat Covid patients and by ambulance drivers who used to
bring Covid patients to the hospitals were found lying here and there near the hospitals. These wastes were untreated
and were a continuous threat to the environment.
Positive impact on People: During this lockdown, people mainly spent time with their family without going out from
their houses which they couldn’t do during the normal period due to their busy and hectic schedules in office and
school or other workplaces. People also found their areas of interest sitting back at their houses and then went on to
excel on those due to this lockdown.
Negative impact on People: Due to this lockdown, people are confined to their houses since March 2020. Schools
and colleges remained closed from March 2020 and is still going on. This is affecting the mental health of the students
as they are missing the environment they used to get there. Due to this lockdown, people lost their jobs which
increased hunger and poverty leading to a rise in crime rates and domestic violence.
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You must answer in the link given.
Link to answer: https://forms.gle/fFsUifn7hnFwWNkPA
Participants will be provided with e-certificates.
Special certificates will be given to top 3 rank-holders.
You need to complete answering the Quiz by 11:59 pm of 10th July
2021.
Note: Students from Department of Economics, Surendranath
College are not allowed to participate.

This Covid-19 had a large impact on the India economically and socially. There were lot of negative impact and some
positive impacts too. As a whole there was a dip in the economy while some sectors saw a possible growth. While we
saw thousands of people’s death on a daily basis, the recovery rate showed us some positive hopes. We saw our
State and Central Governments taking necessary actions to stop the spread of Covid-19. They also took the chance
of this lockdown to vaccinate the citizens of our country. Quoting a famous quote ‘There is light at the end of the
tunnel.’, we can hope to come out of this pandemic situation soon and our economy will also revive.
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From the year 2020, the entire situation has become pathetic.
Due to the arrival of this pandemic, all activities were partially
and totally laid off. The laying off such activities had a great
impact in the entire economy. In private sector companies,
employees are working from home. Even in educational
institutions, teachers are teaching through online mode from
their residences.
Implementation of working from home policy has become
successful and profitable motive among private sector
enterprises. Under these circumstances, there has been a lot of
pros and cons which have affected the individuals. This policy
has achieved profitable by entrepreneurs but it has a limitation
for the employees.
When the employees have started working from home, the input
costs of organizations have reduced. For instance, an employee
needs a room, computer, air conditioner for a comfortable
working environment and a servant for cleaning, sweeping and
mopping the entire office organization. As there has been an
entire shut down of offline, it has become an incentive for
entrepreneurs to reduce their input costs. Here, the employees
are insisted to work from home but not all employees are asked
to work from home as we know that private organizations aim at
profit maximization and proper efficiency. Therefore, many of the
inefficient, unskilled followed by aged employees and maids,
servants are left out from the job. Only the highly experienced
employees having posts of accountants, managers and
administrators are ones who are advised to work from home.
Thus, there is inequality among employees in the organizations
which is reflected in a huge group.
Henceforth there is a situation of loss corresponding the
situation of profit. Under these circumstances, the maids,
servants, bearer’s securities are prohibited to come in the
working sector but not in the case of industries and other
production houses.

L I F E  I N  QUARANT IN E
ABHIJIT ADHIKARI (SEMESTER IV)

Ivory Coast produces 35% of the world’s
cocoa. It also has 1.2 million child
laborers in its workforce, almost all of
them working in cocoa production.
Global unemployment today stands at
5.8%, or 200 million people worldwide
Women still earn 25 percent less than
men on average for comparable work.
At current rates, it will take 70 years to
close the gender pay gap.
The internet was invented by the US
Government, not Silicon Valley.
Agriculture accounts for 50% of jobs in
India

FACTS
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INCOMPATIBLE

You’re unique and so am I,
You’re brother too and that weird guy.
Everyone sings their own song 
So never feel being different is wrong.

When in life you feel strange
And start thinking you should change,
Realize that would be a shame
We’re not here to be the same.

The world would be a boring place
If we all shared the same mind and face.
Be yourself I think you should
It’s our differences that makes life good.

           Taaseen Belal
            (Semester II)

 P O E T R I E S

PERFECTION 

Maybe I like boys!
Maybe I like girls!
Maybe I like both!

So, love yourself,
The way you are.
Nobody is perfect.

For me,
Perfection is a vague aura.
So be your own version of perfection.

Nothing is important,
Than being you!

At the end, that’s what matters!
Anushka Modak

                          (Semester II)
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একলা �াস�ম
�াস�ম আজ একলা ভীষণ
আেলার অভাব উপেচ পেড়;
চক - ডা�ার �শ�  আশায়,
�ব��েলারও মন �কমন কের।

হঠাৎ কের িদন�েলা ঘরব�ী
আ�া�েলা হােতর মুেঠায় �মেশ;
সকাল �বলা িন�� কিরেডার,
ছ��র িবেকল হটাৎ ছ��র �দেশ।

অবাধ� আজ িনয়মিন� সময়
িদন রাি�র িহেসব �কবল মােপ;
�টিবল জুেড় অনলাইন �াস বেস
আলেতা চ� মুক একলা কিফর কােপ।

মাইে�া, ম�াে�া, চলেছ অ� কষা
���েলা থমেক ঘেরর �কােণ;
ভাচ�� য়ািল সমাধােনর ফঁােক,
�াস�মটা উ�িক িদে� মেন।

�শষ হেব এই িব��তার সময়
�াস�েমেত আসেব �াণ িফের;
�চােররা চক - ডা�ার হােত
আমরা সবাই বসেবা তােদর িঘের।

�সৗম�েদব চ�ব��

         (চত� থ�  �সিম�ার)

 P O E T R I E S

িবেভদ
মেন �রেখা মেন �রেখা
মাসটা হে� জুন,

সবাই ওেদর পােশ �থেকা
তােদরও রেয়েছ অেনক �ণ।

ওরাও �তা �য মানুষ
তেব �কেনা এ অনাচার?

�তামােদর �নই �য �কােনা �স
�কেনা কেরা িল� িদেয় িবচার?
রা�ায় দািড়েয় তািল মারেলই 

হয়না তারা �ছােটা,
িন�পায় হেয় তারা টাকা চাইেলই

গেজ�  �তামরা ওেঠা।
�কেনা তােদর এই জীবন
�ভেব �দেখেছা কখেনা?

দায়ী থাকেব মানুষ আজীবন

তােদর যােবনা িকছ� েতই �শখােনা।
ভােলাবাসার অিধকার
তােদরও �য রেয়েছ,

এ সমােজ �লেগ �গেছ িধ�ার
ওেদর বরাবর �ছােটা করা হেয়েছ...

�গ �হাক বা �লসিবয়ান
তারা পায়িন �সানার কা�,
তােদর ভােলাবাসার ধরনটা
�সানার �থেকও খঁা�।

�সাহন �চৗধুরী
                 (চত� থ�  �সিম�ার)
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GRAVE
A thousand words unsaid
Lay buried with the dead
An apology that ego withheld,
Differences left unaddressed,
Love that wasn't confessed,
Gratitude that went unexpressed

Thousands of words unheard
that could have cased
many a sleepless night,

Soothed an aching heart,
Solved many a needle fight,
Trapped six feet under,
Buried in regret,
Lie feelings unvoiced,
Words unsaid.

 Taaseen Belal
  (Semester II)

��

আিম �তা �গালাপচারা , একেফঁাটা বৃ�র জল ;

কুয়াশা মােখ �রাদ , ঘাস �েলা সবুেজর �ীেপ।

�মেঘরা লালেচ সাদা , বািড় �ফের �কািকেলর দল ,

�জেলটা �� �বােন , জেল �ডাবা আধমরা িছেপ।

শ� বলেত চায় , না হওয়া অতীত িপছ�  ডােক ,

�চাখটা নত� ন �দেখ , বািলকার চশমার ধাের।

ইে� হারােত �শেখ , �েস যাওয়া রা�ার বঁােক ;

সুেররা �� বঁােধ িছ�েড় যাওয়া িগটােরর তাের।

জানলা িবষ� আজ , �ীল�েলা ধূেলা �মেখ সােজ

�নহাত একলা বেল , িগলেত আেস �কািচন �াস।

��পূরেণর আশা , �রাগটা �বাধহয় খুবই �ছঁায়ােচ

ইে� ফুল ফুেট আেছ , তবু বাধ�তা নু�েয় পড়া

পলাশ।

�সখােন জমােনা খুিশ। জেম যাওয়া ইে�।হারােনা

সুর।

�� �তা সিত�। ইে�রা পালায় ব�দূর।

�সৗম�েদব চ�ব��

         (চত� থ�  �সিম�ার)



Photo- Prof. Ishani Waiba

 P H O T O  G A L L E R Y

Photo- Sayan Patra 
(Semester II)

Photo- Bhaskar Das 
(Semester IV)

Photo- Soumya Debnath 
(Ex Student)
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 P H O T O  G A L L E R Y

Photo- Sohon Chowdhury 
(Semester IV)

Photo- Abhijit Adhikari 
(Semester IV)

Photo- Monojit Samajder 
(Semester VI)
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A R T  G A L L E R Y

Drawing- Priyanshu Bose 
(Semester II)

Drawing- Sayan Patra
(Semester II)

Drawing- Bidisha Paul
(Semester IV)
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Drawing- Abhijit Adhikari 
(Semester IV)



Drawing- Tanusree Mondal
(Ex Student)
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Calligrapher- 
Mantasha Ansari

(Semester IV)
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Drawing- Sreya Bose 
(Semester II)
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